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Avoiding long propagation times in wave packet calculations on scattering
with resonances: A hybrid approach involving the Lanczos method
Geert-Jan Kroes
Theoretische Chemie, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Daniel Neuhauser
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California, 405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90095
~Received 13 May 1996; accepted 23 August 1996!
We investigate the usefulness of a hybrid method for scattering with resonances. Wave packet
propagation is used to obtain the time-dependent wave functionC(t) up to some timeT at which
direct scattering is over. Next,C(t) is extrapolated beyondT employing resonance eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions obtained in a Lanczos procedure, usingC(T) as starting vector to achieve faster
convergence. The method is tested on one two-dimensional~2D! and one four-dimensional~4D!
reactive scattering problem, affected by resonances of widths 0.1–5 meV. Compared to long time
wave packet propagation, the hybrid method allows large reductions in the number of Hamiltonian
operationsNH required for obtaining converged reaction probabilities: A reduction factor of 24 was
achieved for the 2D problem, and a factor of 6 for the 4D problem. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~96!02344-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
The wave packet method constitutes a very efficient
approach to the study of scattering, especially if results
are sought for scattering from a single initial state over
a range of energies. The approach benefitted from the devel-
opment of appropriate grid representations,1,2 propagation
methods,3,4 spectral analysis techniques,5 and methods aimed
at restricting the wave function to the physically important
region of the potential energy surface.5–7 Together, these
methods enabled very large-scale calculations on inelastic
and reactive scattering.8–11
Although the wave packet method is very successful, a
bottleneck may arise if the scattering is affected by the tem-
porary population of metastable states~‘‘resonances’’!.12–14
This is obvious for a time-dependent~TD! formalism: If the
resonances have a long lifetime, a long propagation time will
be required for allowing the resonances to ‘‘leak away’’ to
the asymptotic region~s!. Perhaps surprisingly, time-
independent~TI! implementations similarly experience con-
vergence problems in the presence of resonances.15,16
A recently proposed solution5 to the resonance problem
follows naturally if the scattering is considered from the
time-dependent point of view. Direct scattering will be over
after a relatively short period of time, sayT. A natural strat-
egy then consists in adopting the TD formalism in a two-step
procedure. In the first step, a suitably chosen initial wave
functionC~t50! is propagated directly tot5T. During this
first step, a transition is enforced from scattering boundary
conditions~valid at t50! to fully absorbing boundary condi-
tions ~valid at t5T!. For t.T, it is then justified to continue




dn exp@~2 i en2Gn/2!~ t2T!#Fn . ~1!
The second step of the calculation then consists in computing
the energiesen , widths Gn , and weight factorsdn of the
resonances, wheredn5(FnuC(T)). Here, (FnuC(T)) de-
fines a type of inner product which differs from the usual
Hermitean inner product, as is discussed in Sec. II B. Scat-
tering results will be obtained through the use of time-to-
energy Fourier transforms~ ee below!, and, integrating from
t50 to infinity the whole procedure is equivalent to a TI
scattering method. The only reason the TD formalism is re-
sorted to is that it enables one to introduce a parameter (T)
which allows the problem to be partioned in an efficient way.
Implementations of the method described above may
differ in the wayC(T) is calculated and in the method used
to computeen , Gn , Fn , anddn . In the first implementation,
5
resonance energies, widths, and wave functions were ob-
tained using filter diagonalization~FDG!.5,17–24The method
was applied to the collinear H1H2 reaction on the LSTH
surface.25 Even though this system only displays broad reso-
nances~G'10 meV or more for most resonances! and reso-
nance wave functions were generated in a separate wave
packet calculation, the total propagation time required for
obtaining converged reaction probabilities was halved when
applying the hybrid strategy described above. In the same
work, the use of a Lanczos method26 to obtain resonance
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions was mentioned as a viable
alternative to filter diagonalization for cases where only a
few narrow resonances affect the scattering.
Here, we investigate the performance of a Lanczos pro-
cedure for describing the resonance decay in the framework
of a scattering calculation. At this point, a comparison with
other methods5,17–24,27,28will not be made. The purpose of
the present work is limited to showing that, compared to
‘‘brute-force’’ long-time wave packet propagation, the use of
Lanczos to extrapolateC(T) can result in significant com-
putational savings also for a fairly large scattering problem
~see below!.
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The Lanczos method was first used to compute reso-
nance eigenvalues by Milfeld and Moiseyev.29 Because we
use the method here in the context of a scattering calculation
requiring the description of the resonance decay described in
Eq. ~1!, in the present application we also use the Lanczos
method to obtain resonance eigenfunctions which are used to
obtain the expansion coefficients in Eq.~1! and to obtain the
overlap of the eigenfunctions with asymptotic states required
to obtain scattering information~see also Sec. II B!.
The wave packet method is particularly efficient at gen-
erating results for scattering from one initial state. At the
same time, it is known that the Lanczos algorithm converges
specific eigenvalues more quickly if the vector used to start
the Lanczos recursion significantly overlaps the correspond-
ing eigenvectors~‘‘guided Lanczos’’!.29–32 The above two
considerations lead to an obvious choice of starting vector:
For a single initial state calculation, one should selectC(T),
because it significantly overlaps the resonance states of in-
terest@see Eq.~1!# and because it is available at no extra cost
from the first part of the calculation. This is the scheme we
use here. In applications where results are wanted for quite a
few initial states, it may be more efficient to compute reso-
nances in one separate calculation and use the results to ex-
trapolate the wave function for the scattering of all different
initial states; this scheme is not pursued here.
A procedure which may lead to a reduction in the num-
ber of Lanczos iterations required for converging specific
eigenvalues is to use a ‘‘spectral transform’’f (Ĥ) of the
Hamiltonian Ĥ rather than Ĥ itself in the Lanczos
recursion.27,32–36Whether such an approach is more efficient
~requires less Hamiltonian operations! depends on how many
Hamiltonian operations are required to evaluate the action of
f (Ĥ) on a Lanczos vector. Because experience with respect
to this issue is mixed,32,36 in the present work we simply
useĤ.
Of course, other scattering methods which are based on
Lanczos recursions37–40 have already been developed. One
example is the recursive residue generation method
~RRGM!.37 The use of this method is less appropriate if re-
sults are sought for scattering from only one~or a few! initial
state~s!, as the calculation of a single column of theSmatrix
requires Lanczos recursions for the initial and all final states.
A Lanczos-based method which is more appropriate for this
purpose is the recently developed quasiminimal residual
~QMR! method.38,39While a comparison of the performance
of this algorithm and our method should be of interest, it is
not attempted in the present work.
Here, the performance of the Lanczos extrapolation pro-
cedure is tested for a small~two-dimensional, 2D! and a
fairly large ~four-dimensional, 4D! problem representing the
reactive scattering of H2 by Cu~100!, for which density func-
tional potential energy surfaces have recently become avail-
able in analytical form.41 In this system, the population of
Feshbach-type resonance states can occur through vibra-
tional excitation of the molecular bond which becomes
weakened at the surface.42 The 4D problem is fairly difficult,
with both narrow and broad resonances, the broad reso-
nances overlapping to some extent. The Hamiltonians for
these systems and details of the scattering and extrapolation
method are presented in Sec. II. In this section, special atten-
tion is given to the problem of how to optimally impose
absorbing boundary conditions using optical potentials, i.e.,
by making the optical potential channel dependent. Results
of using the Lanczos procedure to extrapolateC(T) are com-
pared with results of long time wave packet calculations in
Sec. III. Sec. IV gives conclusions.
II. METHOD
In this section we describe how to apply the guided
Lanczos method to molecule-surface scattering with reso-
nances. General aspects of the time-dependent wave packet
method for molecule-surface scattering are presented in Sec.
II A. Most of Sec. II A also applies to gas phase scattering, if
the molecule-surface distanceZ is replaced by the intermo-
lecular distanceR. In Sec. II B, we specialize to a description
of scattering with resonances, also providing details of the
Lanczos method used. Section II C presents the Hamilto-
nians used in the present work. In Sec. II D, we discuss how
the transition from scattering boundary conditions to full ab-
sorbing boundary conditions is enforced with the use of an
optical potential, also giving some consideration to the form
of optical potential employed. Section II E gives computa-
tional details.
A. TD wave packet theory for molecule-surface
scattering
For scattering of a molecule in an initial statej at total










exp@1 ik j 8Z`#
A2p
f j 8~s!Sj 8 j~E!. ~2!
In Eq. ~2!, Z` is an asymptotic value of the scattering coor-
dinate, s is the vector of all other coordinates, and
C j
1(EuZ` ,s) is the stationary wave function describing scat-
tering from an initial molecular statej @described byf j (s)#
atE5k2/2M1Ej , M being the mass of the molecule andEj
being its initial internal energy. Furthermore,kj 8 is the mo-
mentum of a scattered molecule of final statej 8. The prob-
ability for scattering to the final statej 8 is related to the
S-matrix elementSj 8 j (E) throughPj 8 j (E)5uSj 8 j (E)u
2. To
obtain the stationary wave functionC1(E), we set up an
initial wave functionCj ~0! which moves to the left and









whereb(k) is chosen to describe a Gaussian wave packet of
width z which is initially centered onZ0 and moves toward
the surface with an average~negative! momentumkav
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2z2#1 i ~kav2k!Z0]. ~4!
In the version of the time-dependent~TD! method we em-
ploy, one acts with the evolution operatorÛ(t) on Cj ~0! to
obtainC j (tuZ`), propagating the wave function in and out
of the interaction region and saving the overlaps
Cj 8 j~ t,Z`!5E dsf j 8~s!*C j~ tuZ`! ~5!
of C j (tuZ`) with asymptotic statesf j 8(s). One could then
obtain the stationary wave function atZ` through a time-to-
energy Fourier transform.10 Here, we use fast Fourier trans-
forms to obtain energy-dependent overlapsAj 8 j (E,Z`) on a




dt exp~ iEt !Cj 8 j~ t,Z`!. ~6!
In case theAj 8 j (E,Z`) are also required at intermediate en-
ergies, they can be obtained using interpolation. In practical
cases, the limit5` in Eq. ~6! is replaced by some timeT at
which the wave function is supposed to have left the asymp-
totic region. This will not suffice in case resonances are im-
portant; the way in which Eq.~6! is modified to deal with the
resonance case is discussed below in Sec. II B.
From the Aj 8 j , S-matrix elements may be obtained
using43,44
Sj 8 j~E!5d j 8 j exp@22ikZ`#
2Akkj 8
2p
exp@2 ik j 8Z`#
Mb~2k!
Aj 8 j~E,Z`!. ~7!
B. Specialization to resonances: Application of the
Lanczos method
In case resonances occur, the total propagation timeT
that would be required to converge the overlap integral of
Eq. ~6! with t5` replaced byt5T may become forbiddingly









dt exp~ iEt !Cj 8 j~ t,Z`!. ~8!
We define
Aj 8 j~E,Z` ;T!5E
t50
T
dt exp~ iEt !Cj 8 j~ t,Z`! ~9!
and
Cj 8n~Z`!5E dsf j 8~s!*Fn~Z` ,s!. ~10!
For t.T, we have@substitutingC(t) of Eq. ~1! for C j (tuZ`)
in Eq. ~5!#
Cj 8 j~ t,Z`!5(
n
Cj 8n~Z`!dn exp@~2 i en2Gn/2!~ t2T!#.
~11!
Substituting Eq. 11 into the second integral of Eq. 8, analyti-
cal evaluation yields







Equation~12! shows that in order to get all scattering infor-
mation@Eq. ~7!#, we require in addition to theCj 8 j (t,Z`) for
t,T the energiesen , widthsGn , and weightsdn of the reso-
nances that make large contributions toC(T). In addition,
we need the resonance wave functionsFn on the cutZ5Z`
@Eq. ~10!#, but we do not require the full resonance wave
functions to be available. This will be especially advanta-
geous if much storage would be required for theFn . On the
other hand, having theFn available can be useful for analyz-
ing how the resonances affect the scattering.
Of course, the idea expressed by Eq.~1! ~describing the
resonance decay analytically! can also be implemented using
different methods of asymptotic analysis, such as the
T-matrix formalism45 used in the original application of the
hybrid method,5 or flux analysis methods which allow the
use of smaller values forZ` .
46
Resonance eigenvalues and eigenvectors are obtained by
an implementation of the Lanczos method for complex sym-
metric matrices due to Cullum and Willoughby.47 As dis-
cussed in their book~see also Ref. 29!, the major difference
between the Lanczos method for complex symmetric matri-
ces and the method for Hermitian matrices is that a different
type of inner product~called ‘‘Euclidean inner product’’ by
Cullum and Willoughby47! has to be used for obtaining the
elements of the Lanczos tridiagonal matrix. The Euclidean
inner product of two functionsf andc is defined as
~fuc![^f* uc&5E f~t!c~t! dt,
so that ~fuc!5~cuf!. With the inner product defined as
above, complex symmetric Hamiltonian matrices are ob-
tained by adding an optical potential to the Hamiltonians
discussed in Sec. II C, and by representing the resulting
Hamiltonian and the wave functionsf andc in a set of real
basis functions. With the use of real basis functions, the Eu-
clidean inner product is equal to thec-product defined by
Moiseyev et al.,48 although it should be noted that the
c-product has a more general definition allowing its use also
with complex basis functions49 ~this is not relevant for the
present application, in which we require the Hamiltonian ma-
trix to be complex symmetric!. It should be noted that, if real
basis functions are used, a complex symmetric Hamiltonian
can also be obtained with the use of a complex scaling
approach;50,51 this approach was used in the first application
of the Lanczos method to the calculation of resonances.29
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Rather then reorthogonalizing the generated Lanczos
vectors with respect to one another, the implementation by
Cullum and Willoughby47 uses an algorithm to identify spu-
rious eigenvalues arising from the loss of orthogonality. For
our purpose, resonance eigenvectors also need to be ob-
tained: Due to loss of orthogonality, the weights can only be
obtained fromdn5(FnuC(T)) by computing the eigenvec-
torsFn and normalizing them. Eigenvectors are calculated as
described in Ref. 47, by first computing the Lanczos vectors
using inverse iteration and then repeating the Lanczos recur-
sion to obtain the so-called Ritz vectors~the Lanczos ap-
proximations to the resonance eigenvectors!. We note that
methods based on Lanczos recursion and not requiring
eigenvectors exist for the calculation of transition
probabilities;37,52 however, in the sum of Eq.~12! @or, alter-
natively, Eq.~1!# we require the ‘‘transition amplitude’’dn ,
i.e., we also need to know its phase.
The eigenvalues for whichH eigenvectors are obtained
are selected on the basis of convergence with number of
Lanczos iterations. The accuracy of theFn can be judged by
computing the error normi(Ĥ2enÎ )Fni .
We note that, for optimal efficiency, a method should be
available for estimating the value ofT for which the hybrid
method is most efficient computationally. In the present
work, the approach was to try some value ofT and check
whether converged results could be obtained with the use of
a reasonable number of Lanczos iterations; otherwiseT was
increased until convergence was achieved. Efforts aimed at
fine-tuning the method will be made in future work, where
we compare the efficiency of the present implementation of
the hybrid method~using Lanczos! with that of other imple-
mentations~for instance, using filter diagonalization5,17–19!.
C. Hamiltonians
The 2D problem we solve is representative of the reac-
tion of H2 colliding with a top site of the~100! face of Cu.
The molecular axis is kept parallel to the surface, the atoms













wherer is the H-H distance,M is the mass of the molecule,
andm its reduced mass. In Eq.~13!, Vtb(r ,Z) is the potential
energy surface~PES! for dissociation above the top site, the
atoms moving to the bridge site. A fully analytical expres-
sion for the PES and its parameters are given in Ref. 41.
To solve the 2D Schro¨dinger equation, the wave func-
tion is expanded on a grid ofNZ points with equal spacing in
Z and a grid ofNr points with equal spacing inr . The initial
wave function is taken as the product of a Gaussian wave
packet inZ with the v50 vibrational wave functionf0(r )
for H2 @Eqs.~3! and~4!#. Probabilities for vibrationally elas-
tic and inelastic scatteringPv8v(E) are obtained from the
S-matrix elements@Eq. ~7!# using
Pv8v~E!5uSv8v~E!u
2 ~14!
and reaction probabilities are obtained by summing the prob-
abilitiesPv8v(E) over v8 and subtracting from one.
In the 4D problem we solve, we still keep the molecular
axis parallel to the surface, but now also allow motion of the















Once again, a fully analytical expression for the 4D PES
is used, the form and parameters of which are given in
Ref. 41.
In the present 4D problem, we consider normal inci-
dence only. The wave function is expanded on a grid of





f nm~r ,Z,t !Hnm~x,y!. ~16!
In Eq. ~16!, n andm are diffraction quantum numbers. The
initial wave function is taken as the product off0(r )
H00(x,y) with a Gaussian wave packet inZ @Eq. ~3! and~4!#.
Probabilities for diffractionally and vibrationally inelastic
scatteringPv8nmv(E) are obtained fromS-matrix elements
Sv8nmv(E) as in Eq.~14!. Reaction probabilities are obtained
by summing thePv8nmv(E)s overv8, n, andm, and subtract-
ing from one.
D. Absorbing boundary conditions
In order to compute resonances, fully outgoing boundary
conditions need to be imposed. At the same time, in wave
packet calculations we usually seek results for a wide range
of energies, over which many resonances may affect the scat-
tering. Then, we would like to use a method for imposing
absorbing boundary conditions which~i! is stable~results not
too dependent on parameters!, ~ii ! can be implemented with
the specification of just a few parameters, and yet~iii ! yields
reasonably accurate eigenvalues when used in resonance cal-
culations, in analogy to complex scaling results~Refs. 50,
51, see especially the work of Moiseyev and his
co-workers52!. Work which compares the performance of op-
tical potentials with that of more formal approaches55–58
shows that optical potentials meet the above requirements,
provided that~i! the parameters are chosen to ensure mini-
mum reflection from and transmission through the optical
potentials, and~ii ! artificial resonances, which result from
reflection or transmission, are identified. A method which
provides a good choice of parameters and ensures low con-
tributions of artificial resonances is discussed below; first, we
discuss how to effect a transition from scattering to reso-
nance boundary conditions.
To solve the scattering with resonances problem, we
have to start out with scattering boundary conditions, and,
prior to the calculation of resonances, effect of a transition to
fully absorbing boundary conditions in a way that leaves the
accuracy of our solution to the scattering problem intact.
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This is done in essentially the same way as in the original
implementation,5 with the use of a projection operator
formalism.6,7 At the start of the calculation, we keep the
wave function on two grids, writing
C~ t !5 P̂C~ t !1~12 P̂!C~ t !. ~17!
Here, P̂C(t) contains the initial channel on a 1D grid with
somewhat larger extent inZ. The part (12 P̂)C(t) is kept
on a 2D grid with smaller extent inZ. On (12 P̂)C(t), fully
absorbing boundary conditions are imposed from the start
using optical potentialsVI which pad the asymptotic reac-
tants and products regions~starting at Z5Zmin
opt5Z` and
r5rmin
opt , respectively!. In the present implementation,44 fully
absorbing boundary conditions are imposed by adding
P̂C(t) to (12 P̂)C(t) and continuing propagation on one
~2D! grid, onceP̂C(t) can be fully accommodated on the
2D grid within the optical potentials padding it. At this point,
fully absorbing boundary conditions are imposed.
In both the reactants and products region, we employ a







opt !/LZ , reactants, ~19!
x̄5~r2rmin
opt !/Lr , products. ~20!
In Eqs.~19! and ~20!, Zmin
opt ~rmin
opt ! defines the initial value of
the coordinateZ(r ) at which VI starts to act, andLZ(Lr)
defines its range. Optimal values for theA2 parameter can be
calculated from the average energy with which the wave
packet is expected to emerge through linear interpolation of
Table III of Ref. 59. The choice ofA2 may become critical if
the wavelength associated with the motion by which the
fragments separate becomes comparable to the rangeL of
VI .
59 For this reason we employ a channel-dependentVI in
the reactants zone. Rather than specifyingA2 directly, we
specify Eaim







using linear interpolation of Table III of Ref. 59. In Eq.~21!,
E0
int is the internal energy associated with the initial internal
states of the scattering particles, andEch
int is the internal en-
ergy associated with the final channel. One way to chose
Eaim
opt would be to set it to the average translational energy of
the initial wave packet; recognizing that the choice ofA2 is
more critical at low translational energies, we usually set it to
a somewhat lower value. A second parameterEch
min specifies
that theA2
ch value appropriate for a translational energy equal
to Ech
min should be selected ifEch should be less thanEch
min .
Because the reaction studied is slightly exothermic, the
products are expected to emerge from the barrier with much
energy in the H-H motion, with a small associated wave-
length. Therefore, the choice ofA2 is less critical in the prod-
ucts region, and we take it channel independent.
E. Numerical details
Input parameters to the 2D and 4D wave packet calcu-
lations are collected in Table I. The wave function is propa-
gated in time using the Chebyshev method3 using a timestep
Dt ~see Table I!. To increase the efficiency of the Chebyshev
algorithm, a cutoff valueTcut was imposed on the kinetic
energy operator, and, in the 2D problem, a cutoff valueVcut
is imposed on the potential~see Table I!. In the 4D problem,
the maximum value ofV is 1 hartree. Cutoff values em-
ployed in the time propagation are likewise employed in the
subsequent resonance calculations using Lanczos.
The size of the basis set effectively used in the 2D prob-
lem isNZ3Nr55760, and the size of the basis set in the 4D
problem isNZ3Nr3NXY5282 240. While the 2D problem
is ‘‘small,’’ the 4D problem is moderately large even by
modern standards. In both calculations, the initial state of H2
is the vibrational~v50! ground state. Computational details
concerning the Lanczos computation of resonances will be
given in the next section.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The 2D problem
For the 2D problem, Figs. 1~a! ~T50.6 ps! and 1~b!
~T519.4 ps! show that long times~.19.4 ps! are necessary
for convergence in the direct propagation. The hybrid
propagation1Lanczos method uses, in contrast, direct propa-
gation only until a very short time~T50.6 ps!. At that time,
direct propagation obviously yields a wave function which is
still far from being converged@with negative reaction prob-
abilities calculated for some energies, see Fig. 1~a!#. But us-
TABLE I. Values of input parameters to the 2D and 4D reactive scattering
calculations. Unless indicated otherwise, parameters are in atomic units.
Parameter 2D 4D
rmin ~minimum valuer on grid! 0.522 0.522
Dr ~grid spacing inr ! 0.15 0.15
Nr ~number of grid points inr ! 48 48
Zmin ~minimum valueZ on grid! 21.0 21.0
DZ ~grid spacing inZ! 0.15 0.15
NZ ~number of grid points inZ! 120 120
NP ~number of grid points inZ, 1D grid! 160 160
Z` ~analysis value ofZ! 12.05 12.05
LZ ~range of optical potential inZ! 4.0 4.0
Zmin
opt ~starting point of optical potentialVI! 12.05 12.05
Eaim
opt ~collision energy for whichVI is optimal, eV! 0.25 0.25
Ech
min ~see Sec. II D, eV! 0.03 0.03
rmin
opt ~starting point of optical potentialVI! 4.822 4.822
Lr ~range of optical potential inr ! 2.0 2.0
A2 ~parameter for optical potential inr ! 0.045 0.045
z ~width initial wave packet! 0.3718 0.3718
kav ~average momentum initial wave packet! 210.04 210.04
Z0 ~averageZ value of initial wave packet! 14.0 14.0
Dt ~timestep, fs! 2.42 1.45
Tl ~total propagation time, ps! 19.36 15.68
Tcut ~see text, eV! 5.5 5.5
Vcut ~see text, eV! 5.5 none
Od ~maximum diffraction orderunu1umu! 0 12
NXY ~number of basis functions inX andY! 1 49
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ing the hybrid method, thisT is sufficient. Specifically,
C~T50.6 ps! was taken as the initial vector for a Lancosz
recursion, with 2000 vectors. Six resonance eigenvalues and
eigenvectors were obtained with energies in the relevant re-
gion for the scattering ofv50 H2 at collision energies be-
tween 0.2 and 0.6 eV, their widths ranging from 0.2 meV to
4.4 meV~see Table II!.
When the short-time direct and the Lancosz components
were added@Eq. ~12! with T50.6 ps, see Fig. 1~c!#, the re-
sulting reaction probabilities are well converged; they agree
with the long-time Chebyshev simulation~T519.4 ps! to
better than 1% except near the narrow resonance at 0.332 eV,
where the disagreement is due to well-known aliasing
difficulties60,61 in the direct simulation, which even at long
times is not yet well converged~see Fig. 2!. Note that the
energy resolution in Fig. 1~c! is the same as that in Fig. 1~b!.
To achieve the high energy resolution in the hybrid method,
the technique of frequency shifting60,61 was combined with
fast Fourier transforms to obtain theAj 8 j (E,Z` ;T) @Eq. ~9!#
on a denser energy grid.
The number of Hamiltonian operationsNH required in
the brute force long-time propagation~19.4 ps! is large
~488 000!, but is reduced by a factor 24~NH520 489! in the
hybrid calculation: 15 250 operations are needed to calculate
C~T50.6 ps!, 2000 operations to calculate eigenvalues, and
3239 operations are required to obtain eigenvectors~the Cul-
lum and Willoughby algorithm47,62 employs more iterations
in the eigenvector calculation to extract eigenvectors as ac-
curately as possible!.
The partitioning of the problem into a calculation of di-
rect scattering and of resonance decay makes the hybrid ap-
proach also more efficient than a TI approach in which the
coefficients of the Chebyshev sum are integrated analytically
over time63–65and where convergence is ensured by the use
of a modified Chebyshev recursion.65 This is shown in Fig.
3, where the modified TI approach65 is shown to perform just
FIG. 1. Reaction probabilities are shown as a function of the collision en-
ergy for the 2D problem. The results are for:~a! direct wave packet propa-
gation~T50.6 ps!; ~b! same, butT519.4 ps;~c! the hybrid method. In~a!,
the energy resolution is 3.42 meV; in~b! and ~c! the energy resolution is
0.107 meV.
TABLE II. Properties of the 2D resonance states. Below,en denotes the real
part of the energyln of resonancen, Gn its width, andRn the error norm
i(Ĥ2lnI )fni of the associated eigenvectorfn . For reference, we also give
the collision energyEc5en2E(v50), whereE(v50) is the energy of H2
in its vibronic ground state. All results were obtained using 2000 Lanczos
iterations.
n Ec ~eV! en ~eV! Gn ~eV! Rn ~eV!
1 0.332 31 24.238 00 0.2071~23! 0.28~25!
2 0.403 41 24.166 90 0.1440~22! 0.44~26!
3 0.449 70 24.120 60 0.2151~22! 0.67~27!
4 0.484 82 24.085 49 0.2886~22! 0.24~26!
5 0.514 74 24.055 57 0.3475~22! 0.12~24!
6 0.535 59 24.034 71 0.4441~22! 0.60~24!
FIG. 2. Reaction probabilities are shown as a function of the collision en-
ergy for the 2D problem in the vicinity of a narrow resonance~no. 1 of
Table II!. The smooth curve was calculated by the hybrid method~results
shifted upward by 0.1!. The oscillating curve results from direct wave
packet propagation withT519.4 ps.
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as bad as the brute-force TD approach~for the same number
of Hamiltonian operations, 488 000!. Apparently, the modi-
fied TI approach, which has recently been shown15 to be
typically three times more efficient than a multiple-timestep
TD wave packet approach for direct scattering problems, is
not as effective here, due to the resonances: The hybrid
method, which takes into account the physics of the problem,
is much more efficient~by a factor 24!. We note that, in the
TI approach, more rapid convergence can be enforced with
the use of a damping factor; while this procedure enforces
faster convergence, it does not produce accurate results near
resonances.16
Before proceeding to the 4D problem, one point remains
to be made concerning the convergence of eigenvalues with
the use of the Lanczos algorithm without reortho-
gonalization.47,62 In this method, eigenvalues and vectors are
best when first converged; their quality detoriates once
‘‘copies’’ start to form~this explains why the error norms for
resonances 1 and 2 in Table II are larger than the error norms
for eigenvalues 3 and 4; eigenvalues 1 and 2 had already
formed ‘‘copies’’!. In the 4D calculations, in the eigenvector
calculations we make use of this property of the method by
attempting a number of different valuesNn
it around the num-
ber of iterationsNL
n at which eigenvalueln has first con-
verged, instead of around the total number of Lanczos itera-
tions NL ~as is done in the original algorithm
47,62!. To this
end, eigenvalue computations were performed also for inter-
mediate values ofNL .
B. The 4D problem
For the 4D problem, Fig. 4 illustrates the differences
between direct wave packet results forT51.3 ps and
T515.7 ps for collision energies between 0.35 and 0.6 eV.
Over this range, the scattering is affected by more than 20
narrow resonances, presenting a real challenge to the ex-
trapolation method. We do not show results for energies less
than 0.35 eV; in this range reaction probabilities are small
and not affected by resonances.
Next, C~T51.3 ps! was used to start a Lanczos recur-
sion, computing eigenvalues forNL51, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15,
20, and 303103, and monitoring their convergence~this is
not done in the Cullum and Willough method62!. In modeling
the resonance decay, all resonances for which the energies
were converged to within less than 1024 eV were used in the
collision energy range 0.2–0.5 eV. In the range 0.5–0.6 eV,
all resonances which were identified as ‘‘good’’ by the Cul-
lum and Willoughby algorithm were used. The 26 reso-
nances identified in the range 0.2–0.6 eV~we add one at
slightly higher energy affecting the scattering near 0.60 eV!
are listed in Table III. The widths of the resonances range
from 0.16 meV to 3.7 meV. The deviationsDn give the dif-
ference between the eigenvalue calculated using the value of
NL
n listed in the table and using the highest lower value
of NL .
Adding results of the short time~T51.3 ps! propagation
and of the resonance decay@Eq. ~12!#, converged reaction
probabilities are obtained: As shown by Fig. 5, the results of
the hybrid method and of long-time propagation~T515.7 ps!
agree to within better than 1% except near two narrow reso-
nances occurring at collision energies of 0.367 and 0.494 eV.
Plots like Fig. 2, which are not shown here, confirmed that
the long-time propagation had not yet converged near these
energies, while the hybrid method yields smooth reaction
probabilities by modeling the resonance decay correctly.
The better quality of the extrapolated wave packet re-
FIG. 3. Reaction probabilities are shown as a function of the collision en-
ergy for the 2D problem. The results were obtained using a time-
independent wave packet method.15 The energy resolution is 0.107 meV.
FIG. 4. Reaction probabilities calculated for the 4D problem and resulting
from direct wave packet propagation are compared forT515.7 ps~curve
shifted upwards byDP50.6! and forT51.3 ps. The energy resolution is
0.132 meV. For a better comparison, both curves are also shown superim-
posed with a shift ofDP50.3.
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sults is achieved with much less Hamiltonian operations: the
short-time propagation required 72 900 operations, the ei-
genvalue computation 30 000 operations, and the eigenvec-
tor calculation 40 138 operations, yieldingNH5143 038,
which is less than the number required in the long-time
propagation~874 800! by a factor of 6. Note also that the
number of iterations required to converge the most important
resonances~30 000! is less than the dimension of the~sparse!
full Hamiltonian matrix~282 240! by almost a factor 10.
The 4D resonance calculation was somewhat more dif-
ficult than the 2D calculation. First, eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors are calculated with lower accuracy, due to the greater
size of the Hamiltonian matrix, necessitating the use of
higher error tolerances in the calculations.62 Second, because
the energy level density is higher in the 4D problem, more
iterations are required to produce converged results,62 espe-
cially in the range 0.5–0.6 eV which features many broad
resonances. Third, for obtaining convergence with a reason-
able number of Lanczos iterations~30 000! it was found nec-
essary to use a some what longer ‘‘short time’’~1.3 ps com-
pared to 0.6 ps for 2D! in the preceding direct propagation
run. Fourth, because the energy level density is higher, the
algorithm for identifying spurious eigenvalues,47 which is
based on energy differences, sometimes fails, misclassifying
‘‘good’’ isolated eigenvalues as ‘‘spurious’’ isolated eigen-
values. We found that this can be caught by monitoring the
convergence of the eigenvalues: In misclassifications, a con-
verging eigenvalue is seen to disappear. Here, it is helpful
that convergence of ‘‘guided’’ Lanczos is gradual~ s noted
also in Ref. 32!. Fifth and last, as described below with the
use of the hybrid method, the reduction in computation time
is not as great as one might infer from the reduction achieved
in the number of Hamiltonian operations. While the above
problems do not stand in the way of an accurate and efficient
computation of reaction probabilities for the present, moder-
ately large system~size basis set5282 240!, they may
present more serious difficulties for much larger systems.
As can be seen from Table IV, measured in total CPU
time the hybrid method is more efficient than the long-time
propagation by only a factor 1.7, while six times less Hamil-
tonian operations were required. The loss of efficiency arises
because the diagonalization of the Lanczos tridiagonal com-
plex symmetric matrix~by a QL-type algorithm! is relatively
expensive, especially for the present case: The calculations
were done on a vector processing machine and, while vector
processing is efficient for the other parts of the calculation,
the QL algorithm is not vectorizable. In more demanding
applications, the diagonalizations could be performed sepa-
rately on a work station. Weighing the CPU time required by
the diagonalizations with a factor 1/10, on a work station the
hybrid method should be more efficient by about a factor 3.
Note that the diagonalizations could become a computational
bottleneck for systems requiring much more iterations, the
diagonalization scaling with the number of Lanczos itera-
tions asNL
2.
The amount of CPU time required for the calculation of
TABLE III. Properties of the 4D resonance states. Below,en denotes the real part of the energyln of resonancen, Gn its width,NL
n the number of Lanczos
iterations used to obtain eigenvaluen, Dn its estimated convergence, andRn the error normi(Ĥ2lnI )fni of the associated eigenvectorfn . For reference,
we also give the collision energyEc5en2E(v50), whereE(v50) is the energy of H2 in its vibronic ground state.
n Ec ~eV! en ~eV! Gn ~eV! NL Dn ~eV! Rn ~eV!
1 0.234 95 24.335 35 0.2432~ 3! 8000 0.2 ~25! 0.94~22!
2 0.367 05 24.203 25 0.1574~23! 6000 0.4~212! 0.40~25!
3 0.429 71 24.140 60 0.3810~23! 8000 0.5~210! 0.11~23!
4 0.434 16 24.136 14 0.6554~23! 8000 0.1~210! 0.65~25!
5 0.470 97 24.099 34 0.1418~22! 8000 0.7~211! 0.87~25!
6 0.480 93 24.089 38 0.3269~23! 10 000 0.4~210! 0.50~25!
7 0.488 92 24.081 38 0.4941~23! 8000 0.2 ~29! 0.98~25!
8 0.494 41 24.075 90 0.2075~23! 10 000 0.2~29! 0.31~24!
9 0.499 21 24.071 09 0.1125~22! 10 000 0.1~27! 0.73~23!
10 0.505 62 24.064 69 0.9085~23! 30 000 0.2~28! 0.17~24!
11 0.505 99 24.064 32 0.5071~23! 30 000 .0.1 ~23! 0.11~21!
12 0.515 38 24.054 92 0.8204~23! 30 000 0.1~27! 0.65~23!
13 0.522 76 24.047 54 0.2157~22! 30 000 0.2~24! 0.14~21!
14 0.524 07 24.046 23 0.1961~22! 30 000 0.8~27! 0.12~22!
15 0.528 79 24.041 51 0.2160~22! 30 000 0.1~25! 0.96~23!
16 0.530 40 24.039 90 0.3395~22! 30 000 0.1~24! 0.81~22!
17 0.534 41 24.035 90 0.1497~22! 30 000 0.1~25! 0.21~22!
18 0.536 62 24.034 08 0.3721~22! 30 000 0.1~24! 0.61~22!
19 0.537 72 24.032 59 0.7627~23! 30 000 0.3~26! 0.13~22!
20 0.538 19 24.032 12 0.2421~22! 30 000 0.8~26! 0.39~22!
21 0.547 84 24.022 47 0.9658~23! 30 000 0.5~28! 0.98~25!
22 0.560 34 24.009 97 0.2541~22! 30 000 0.3~25! 0.18~22!
23 0.572 50 23.997 80 0.1766~22! 30 000 0.8~25! 0.61~23!
24 0.576 96 23.993 34 0.3391~22! 20 000 0.1~24! 0.91~21!
25 0.587 96 23.982 34 0.6677~23! 30 000 .0.1 ~23! 0.17~22!
26 0.591 48 23.978 82 0.1689~22! 30 000 .0.1 ~23! 0.62~22!
27 0.603 89 23.966 44 0.2518~22! 20 000 0.1~27! 0.43~23!
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the Ritz vectors is not forbiddingly large~less than 50% of
the CPU time required by the extrapolation also if we weight
the CPU time required for the diagonalizations!. In the
present application, the Ritz vectors were kept in direct
memory, which took 15 Mw of storage. In more demanding
applications, they could be stored on disk using direct access
files. The advantage of having eigenvectors available is illus-
trated in Fig. 6, showing a plot of resonance 4 of Table III.
The upper plot shows the wave function to be localized on
the top sites of the Cu~100! surface. Above this site, the
molecule-surface vibration is excited with one quantum, and
the same is true for the molecular bond. In contrast, no qua-
sibound motion is seen above the bridge site. Figure 6 and
similar plots presented elsewhere66 and displaying other
resonances of Table III show that the basic mechanism un-
derlying the population of the 4D resonance states is the
FIG. 5. Reaction probabilities are shown as a function of the collision en-
ergy for the 4D problem. The upper curve results from direct wave packet
propagation withT515.7 ps~results shifted up byDP50.6!. The lower
curve shows results of the hybrid method. The energy resolution is 0.132
meV. For a better comparison, both curves are also shown superimposed
with a shift ofDP50.3.
FIG. 6. For resonance 4 of Table III, shown are:~i! a projection of
uF(Z,r ,X,Y) u2 on the surface unit cell, the top sites being located in the
corners, and the bridge sites being located halfway between two neighboring
top sites~upper plot!; ~ii ! the functional dependence of Re~F! on Z and r ,
above the top site~middle plot!; ~iii ! same, now for the bridge site~lower
plot!.
TABLE IV. For the 4D reactive scattering problem, CPU times~in seconds!
are given for the long time wave packet propagation~A! and the extrapo-
lated wave packet calculation~B!. The CPU times listed were obtained on a
Cray Y-MP C98.
CPU required for A B
Ĥ operations, wave packet 79 779 6728
Other, wave packet 8451 723
Total, wave packet 88 230 7451
Ĥ operations, Lanczos eigenvalues ••• 3058
Lanczos, diagonalizations ••• 29 965
Lanczos, inverse iterations ••• 35
Other, eigenvalues ••• 858
Total, eigenvalues 33 916
Ĥ operations, Lanczos eigenvectors ••• 4143
Lanczos, inverse iterations ••• 22
Lanczos, Ritz vectors ••• 5648
Other, eigenvectors ••• 715
Total, eigenvectors ••• 10 528
Asymptotic analysis 20 23
Total 88 250 51 918
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same as that seen in 2D calculations for impact on the top
sites; in this mechanism, trapping occurs through excitation
of the molecular bond which is weakened at the surface, at
total energies below the energy of gas phasev51 H2.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have investigated the efficiency of a guided Lanczos
procedure in the framework of a hybrid method for scattering
with resonances. In this method, the time-independent~TI!
scattering problem is solved by efficiently partitioning it into
two time-dependent~TD! problems, by introducing the pa-
rameterT which denotes a time beyond which the TD wave
function can be expanded in decaying resonances. The first
problem, involving direct scattering, is solved using the
wave packet method. The second problem is solved by ex-
trapolating the TD wave function using resonance eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors computed using a Lanczos procedure,
in whichC(T) — available from the preceding wave packet
propagation — is used as starting vector, guiding Lanczos to
quicker convergence.
Comparing the performance of the hybrid method with
that of long-time wave packet propagation, we find that in
the hybrid method the number of Hamiltonian operations
required for obtaining converged reaction probabilities can
be largely reduced. A reduction factor of 24 was achieved for
a ‘‘small’’ two-dimensional~2D! system, in which the basis
set is of size 5760. For a ‘‘moderately large’’ 4D system, a
factor of 6 was achieved, the basis set size being 282 240. In
both cases, the widths of the resonances — 6 for the 2D
problem, 27 for 4D — are in the range 0.15–5 meV.
We conclude that the hybrid Lanczos method can be an
efficient method for solving small and moderately large scat-
tering problems affected by resonances, at least if the number
of resonances affecting the scattering~approximately 30 in
the present case! is not too large. In our opinion, future re-
search should now first be directed at comparing the effi-
ciency of the Lanczos method for extrapolation with that of
rival methods, such as filter diagonalization. If the Lanczos
method turns out to be also of comparable efficiency for
moderately large problems, this would warrant further re-
search directed at fine-tuning the method and extending it to
very large problems. For instance, one would want to have a
good a priori estimate for the most efficient choice of the
parameterT, a point not addressed in the present work. Fi-
nally, our experience with the 4D problem indicates a need
to speed up the diagonalization of complex symmetric tridi-
agonal matrices, if the Lanczos extrapolation method is to be
extended to very large problems.
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